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In an organisation, the HR deals with a lot of internal and employee problems and many other 
duties. This makes human resource one of the most vital department in an organisation. 
But lately the HR workings are much behind the employees rising demands and as a result fails 
to satisfy their employees and the organisation itself. 

One major reason for this is the lack of better technological support to make the life of HR much 
easier. Today, even with all the technical advancements most organisations still follows the same 
old way of employees sending in emails and making phone calls and �lling up spreadsheets. 
This is to address their issues which fails to satisfy the employees and therefore making them 
less e�cient and passive in their work.

Ine�cient HR Management Leads to unhappy employees leading to poor performance



To bring in more positive impact and attract and retain employees to engage e�ciently in their 
work, the HR must give the employees what they want and not what the HR thinks they want. 
After all if the employees are happy there is better engagement of work.

Happy employees work for you  more e�ciently 

This can happen when the HR takes a step forward to understand the employee's needs and what
 they actually want and when they want it. It's more than just technology, it's the connection 
between physically understanding the employees and providing a technical arena to satisfy each 
and every employee with what they want,how they want and whenever they want it. 

Complete employee satisfaction



By doing so, you support their choice of interest and this makes the employees feel special. 
Sometimes a face-to-face conversation is all they need but sometimes a well designed technical 
platform providing the “one-click” convenience of �nding the information they’re after and
 moving on. 
Today, we know that the digital employee experience is more important than ever before. And the
 great news is that when you design a digital experience that truly shows you’re thinking about 
the employee, it can lead to a larger, positive shift in company culture. 

So, how do you provide the digital HR services your employees demand and deserve? First, HR 
must �rst shift their mindset from managing a transaction to creating truly intuitive, personalized 
employee experiences. This calls for identifying the “moments that matter"  those touch points in 
the course of an employee’s day that can either be frustrating (think fruitlessly searching for 
bene�ts information) or ful�lling (like seamless on-boarding).



Once these moments are identi�ed, the HR Professional can create a dynamic and employee
 friendly user journey that delivers a digital-�rst employee experience. And to access these 
experiences one must tap into today's latest technological advancements like automation, 
machine learning, self service, personalisation, and predictive intelligence. this shift towards a 
complete digital experiences can be achieved, but identifying and implementing those 
technologies require much time and manpower.

Since HR professionals already spend a lot of time on the core HR systems they believe will give a 
great employee experience. However, the problem with traditional way of HR technology is that 
they deal with matters like payroll, learning, time and attendance as an individual business process 
leaving HR without a united employee experience layer to engage people without letting them 
rely on an outside source for connecting with their HR Professional.



To create an employee experience layer, HR needs a base platform that can unify their service 
delivery. Setting up the right platform is key to delivering fast and personalized HR services—even 
for matters that extend beyond HR across the enterprise. 

Help your HR professional deliver a digital-�rst experience that your employees deserve. An 
integrated suite of applications can be designed to o�er a consumer-like experience, while
 increasing the HR productivity. Whether it’s a simple request for any information, or a 
multi-departmental process like on-boarding or to track down their reward points or to claim 
for a reimbursement ,employees �nally have a single place for all their service needs—and 
experience powerful, positive moments that matter throughout their own employee journeys.
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